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Abstract 
A well-known property of stationary Gaussian processes is that the excursions over high 
levels (“peaks”) have a limiting parabolic shape, each determined by a single random parameter. 
This means, in particular, that (in the limit) the length of a single excursion above a high level 
determines the length of the (shorter) excursion above each higher level. 
In this paper we consider a general class of stationary processes with this property. Results of 
L.eadbetter and Hsing (1990) for convergence of exceedance random measures are generalized 
to include multiple-level exceedances and developed further for the above class of processes. 
Specific application is made to stationary normal processes. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction and notation 
Let (4,: t 3 0} be a (strictly) stationary process with (for simplicity) as. continuous 
sample paths and write M(T) = sup{tt: t < T}. Let ur = (q, 1 UT,,,) be a vector of 
constants (“levels”) defined for each “observation period” T. The exceedance rundom 
measure rT,i for the level u~,~ is defined for Bore1 subsets of [0, l] by 
i.e. the time in the set TB for which [, exceeds UT,:. Correspondingly 
CT = (CT., . . iT,,,) will denote the vector exceedance random measure defined, e.g. as 
the family of random vectors ([T,l(B1) . . . [T,m(Bm)) for Bore1 subsets Bi of [0, 11. 
In later sections it will be assumed that there is a family of levels u:’ for each ? :> 0 
such that the probabilities of the events (M(T) d u$‘} converge for each r as T 4 ZL 
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or specifically 
P{M(T) < fig)} -+ e-‘. (1.1) 
In that case we put u , T i = u$’ for a fixed choice of z = (rl, . . ,T,) and write 
CT) - (Cl) 
UT - (ur . . . z&‘), r$’ = (Cr.1 . . . iT,J = (@’ . . . @‘), 
In Section 2 we briefly discuss distributional convergence under appropriate mix- 
ing conditions of (normalized) vector exceedance random measures uT[T to a limiting 
vector random measure (r.m.) 5 = (cl . . . [,) (where each ii is a r.m. on [0, 11). 
The limits are characterized and necessary and sufficient conditions given for 
convergence. This generalizes the results of Leadbetter and Hsing (1990) to vector 
situations. 
Our main concern in this paper is with processes that have “deterministic peaks”. 
This is a weakening and abstraction of the property of stationary Gaussian processes 
that the shape of high peaks is asymptotically determined by the value of a single 
random quantity. This means, in particular, that the length of an excursion 
above a high level u essentially determines that above any higher level. The general 
theory of (finite families of) exceedance random measures for these processes will 
be given in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the details in the Gaussian case, using 
the well-known parabolic asymptotic shapes for high peaks (cf. Leadbetter et al., 
1983). 
The families [$’ defined from (1.1) are of interest in their own right, and also since 
they determine and are determined by the excursion random measure [T defined for 
Bore1 subsets E of [0, l] x (0, co) by 
where u, ’ . 1s the inverse function of u’,” (e.g. assumed continuous and strictly decreas- 
ing in 7). For it is simply seen that CT@ x (0,~)) = [F’(B) so that [t’(E) may be obtained 
from these quantities by standard extension procedures. The general properties of the 
excursion r.m. and its relationship with the $’ will be fully discussed in Hsing and 
Leadbetter. 
The dependence condition used in this and subsequent sections is a weak form of 
mixing condition extending the condition A(u,) used in Leadbetter (1990) to m-levels. 
Like A(u,) it is of strong mixing type but involves potentially much smaller “past and 
future” a-fields than does strong mixing. For given levels UT = (UT,1 . . . UT,,,) and 
0 < s < t < T, write 
8 3 0, s 3 0, e + s < T}. 
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Then the condition d(uT) will be said to hold if 
x~,/, + 0 as T -+ cc for some tT == o(T). 
Equivalently, d(uT) holds if 
B T,I, -+ 0 as T + a, some & = o(T), 
where 
/3T,l = sup{l&XY -GX&YI: X4& Y E&?:+,.T, s 20, c 30, 
1 + s d T; 1x1 < 1, IYI d l}, 
the notation X E B denoting y-measurability of a (possibly complex) random 
variable X. This equivalence follows from the inequalities ar,( < ,QT,/ < 16rT,, (cf. 
Volkonski and Rozanov, 1959, p. 178). 
Note that the condition A(+) is implied by strong mixing but may be significantly 
weaker since (a) it is an “array form” of condition, involving 5, only for s < T, for each 
T, and (b) the past and future a-fields are generated only by events {tU d UT,i) rather 
than all events {l, d a}. However, we shall not be concerned with differences between 
the possible mixing conditions in this paper. 
Finally, for a measure Jo and non-negative measurable functionfon the same space 
& will be written for jfdp, and .fp for the indefinite integral with values 
(fp)(B) = J,fdp (cf. Kellenberg, 1983). Correspondingly, if [ = (iI . i,,,) is a vector 
r.m. andf = (fr ,fi, . fm), a vector of non-negative measurable functi0ns.h on [0, l] 
then [f= Cyi:fi and the Laplace Transform L,(f) = Beerr 
2. Convergence of vector exceedance random measures 
For given levels uT = (uT, 1 . . . u T,m) the vector exceedance r.m. CT = (CT, I .__ CT,,,) 
was defined as the family of random vectors (CT, ,(B,), iT,m(Bm)) for Bore1 subsets 
Bi of [0, 11. Alternatively, CT may be simply identified as a random measure e.g. on the 
subspace of iw2 consisting of the union of m copies Si = [0, l] x {ij of the unit interval, 
with measure iT,i on Si. In any case, for a given normalizing family {arj, convergence 
in distribution of aTtT to a vector r.m. 5 = (iI i,,,) is defined in the obvious way and 
is equivalent to convergence in distribution of all random vectors {aT{T,j(IjJ, 
1 < k < nj, nj = 1, 2, . . . , 1 < j < m) to the corresponding vector {ij(Zjk)j for intervals 
Zjk c [0, l] with ija(lj,) = 0 a.s. (i.e. “c-continuity intervals” -- which will be all 
intervals in our applications where the limits will have no fixed atoms.) 
Equivalently, aTtT d-r ( if the Laplace transforms bexp( -aTI;, 1 IyE 1 Sjk[r,j(ljk)} 
converge to & exp { - C; = I x7= 1 Sjk[(ljk)j f or all choices of r, i-continuity intervals I, 
and sjk 2 0. The intervals Ij, may be taken to be disjoint (in k) for each j, and it is 
simply seen by considering intersections and changing the sjk (using additivity of [T.j) 
that the same disjoint Ij, = Zk may be used for all j. This leads to the following simple 
criterion in which, and subsequently, sx denotes the inner product of the m-dimen- 
sional vectors s, x, and, e.g. CT(B) = {[T,i(B), 1 < i 6 m}. 
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Remark 2.1. aTcT d-, 5 if and only if 
8 exp (2.1) 
for each choice or Y, disjoint ([-continuity) intervals II, . . . , I,, and vectors sk 3 0 (i.e. 
having non-negative components). 
When the A-condition is assumed the implied asymptotic independence (together 
with stationarity) allows a further simplification of (2.1) in which the sums may be 
replaced by single terms, for any given fixed interval 1. This is made precise below in 
Theorem 2.4. Here and subsequently,.l(.) will denote Lebesgue measure, the notation 
surrounding the mixing condition A(ur) will be used without comment, and {kT} will 
be used to denote a family of integers satisfying 
kT(aT,(, + /r/T) + 0 as T + co. (2.2) 
This obviously holds for bounded kr (by A(ur)) but kr -+ co may clearly be chosen to 
satisfy (2.2). The first result generalizes (and follows from) Lemma 2.2 of Leadbetter 
and Hsing (1990). 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose the stationary process {<,} satisjes A(ur) for some family of levels 
{Ur} = {ur,i, 1 < i d m}. 
(4 If iJi( =JT,i), 1 < i < kr} are disjoint subintervals of [0, 11 with lengths 
n(Ji) 3 er/T, then US T + 00, 
dexp 
r 
-ari$IsiiT(Ji)) - fi dexp{ -aTsi5T(Ji) + O 
i=l I 
(2.3) 
for si > 0, i = 1, . . . , kr, 
(ii) If in addition U:rJi is an interval I, c Z, a jixed subinterval of [O, l] with 
,?(I - IT) +O, then &‘exp( -~,sl;~(Z)} - @, bexp( -aTs[T(JJ} -+Ofor eachs > 0. 
This follows by applying Lemma 2.2 of Leadbetter and Hsing (1990) to the r.m. 
uTE~TSiST(‘nJi). 
The following result now generalizes Lemma 3.1 of Leadbetter and Hsing (1990). 
The proof is given for completeness and since a number of further interesting aspects 
arise in the vector case. Here, and subsequently, gi will be written from the function on 
W”, = [0, 00)~ given by gi(x) = 1 - e-*’ for x = (x1, . . . ,x,J, and ho denotes unit mass 
at 0. 
Lemma 2.3. Let the stationary process (5,) satisfy the condition A(ur) for some family 
of levels {Ur} = {Ur,i, 1 < i d m}. Let {ur > 0} be constants, {kr} integers satisfying 
(2.2), and write pr for the distribution of c&,(0, k, ‘1 where CT is the vector exceedance 
r.m. corresponding to ur. Let I be a subinterval of [0, 11. Then a&r(I) converges in 
distribution to a random vector qt if and only if 
krgipr ~ii60 + giV 1 < i <m (2.4) 
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for some Cli 3 0 and a measure v on Ry - (0) with {g,dv < co, 1 6 i < m. Further, in 
that case,.for each s > 0, 
&Ye-““’ = erp j -A(+ + j(1 - e-‘)dv(y)]}, 
where A(Z) is the length of I, and 
(2.5) 
kT 
j 
(1 - e-“)dp, -+as + 
j 
(1 - eeSX)dv (2.6) 
with a = (a,, a2 . . . a,). 
Proof. Write Ji = ((i - 1)/k,, i/kT]. Then it follows from Lemma 2.2 (ii) by considering 
the mT = [i(l)k,] intervals Ji which are subsets of I, that 
gexp{ -a&#)} = {je-“dp’r’ + o(1). (2.7’1 
if a&,(I) d-t qr standard arguments then show that kT(l - e-‘“)pT converges weakly 
on R”, , and specializing to “coordinate vectors” t it follows that 
krgipr 4 CliSo + pi 1 G i 6 m, (2.8) 
where Ni > 0 and pi is a finite measure on R”, - (0). It follows at once that for i #j, 
kTSe-“gigj dp, converges to both Se-“gidpj and to Se-Sgjdpi, SO that 
SjPi = Wj (2.9) 
for each i, j. NOW S~,,=OIgjd~i = S~x,ZO,~i d~j = 0, giving 
pi(Xi = 0) = 0. (2.10) 
Define Vi = (l/gi)pi on (Xi > 0). Then by (2.9) 
vi = (l/Si)(Si/Sj)Pj = Vj on (Xi > O)n(xj > 01, 
so that a measure v may be unambiguously defined on I&!“, - (0) by putting v = vi on 
(Xi > 0). Thus, for given s, by (2.Q (2.10), 
kT 
j 
e-“gjdpT + ~lj + 
j 
ePSxduj = Ej + 
j 
e-= dpj 
(x, ’ 0) 
since pj = gjv on (xj > 0) and gj = 0 on (Xi = 0), giving (2.4). 
Conversely, if (2.4) holds, then 
kT (1 - e-“~“~)dp~ = kT 
J 
[(l - ee”J”J)/gJgjdpT +~(jsj + 
J 
(1 - e-S~Xl)dv 
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and similarly for i #j, 
kT s (1 _ epsixi) (1 _ e-sGj)dpT = (1 _ e-‘+f)(l _ e-“+j)dv 
with corresponding results for three or more factors in the integral. Hence, writing 
si = eSrXL and using the equality 
l - HZi = x(1 - Zi) - x(1 - Zi)(l - Zj) “. + (-)“-‘n(l - Zi), 
i<j 
it follows readily that 
kr 
s 
(1 - e-ydp, = kr 
s 
(1 - fIe-S~Xi)dpr -+ as + 
s 
(1 - e-“)dv, 
so that (2.6) holds, as asserted. Hence, also, if I is any subinterval of [0, 11, the 
right-hand side of (2.7) converges to that of (2.5) giving ar~r(Z) -+ qI as required. 0 
The main general result now follows simply from these two lemmas. 
Theorem 2.4. Let the stationary process (4,) satisfy the condition A(ur) for some family 
{ur) = {~r,~, 1 d i d m}. Let jar > 0} be constants, {kT} integers satisfying (2.2) and 
let CT be the vector excursion random measure corresponding to ur. Let I be a non- 
degenerate subinterval of [0, 11. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) aTcT s 5 for some vector random measure [. 
(ii) aT[r(I) % q, for some random vector qI. 
(iii) The distribution pr of the random vector ~r[r(O, k,‘] satisfies (2.4), viz. 
krgipr 3 Xi& + giVy 1 < i 6 m 
for some Cli 2 0, and a measure v on R”, - (0) with Jgidv < 00, 1 < i < m (equivalently 
J(l - e-t”)dv < co for 1 = (1, 1 . . . 1)). 
The limit 5 then has the Laplace Transform 
L,(f) = &ePCf = exp { - ./:Jdx - s:JR1(l - e~yf@‘)dvti)dx), (2.11) 
where a = (ccl, ctz, . . . , a,). 
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii) for every interval I, with qr = &, since stationarity shows 
that the limit 5 has no fixed atoms. Lemma 2.3 shows that (ii) implies (iii). 
Conversely, suppose that (iii) holds. Then by Lemma 2.3, (ii) holds for any interval 
I c [0, 11 and, correspondingly, &‘exp{ - a&r(Z)} converges to the right-hand side 
of (2.5). Applying this to each of r disjoint subintervals II, Zz, . . . , I, of [0, l] and using 
(2.2) with r for kT, it follows that 
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It then follows by Remark 2.1 that aTcT d-, [ where [ is a vector random measure 
with Laplace transform (2.11). 0 
The special structure of cr through its definition in terms of exceedances was not 
used in the above calculations, which in fact apply to quite general (strongly mixing) 
stationary random measures (cf. Leadbetter and Hsing, 1990). As in the one-dimen- 
sional case, the situation of primary interest is when cr[O, l] has some positive 
(limiting) probability of being zero, i.e. the maximum of 5, in [IO, T] does not exceed 
any of the levels with probability one. We therefore now assume that the levels satisfy 
the condition (1.1) using the notation introduced there. It is readily checked (cf. 
Leadbetter and Hsing 1990, Corollary 3.3) that (1.1) requires z = 0 and that the 
measure v is finite. Hence, 
71 = v/v(Rm, - (0)) (2.12) 
is a probability measure on rW7 - (0). 
It will be convenient to take r1 > r2 ... > z, in (1.1) and correspondingly assume 
@’ < @) . . . < up’. For notational simplicity we write (here and subsequently) 
Li = a,[T,i(J), i.e. the normalized exceedance time above the level u$) in the interval 
J == (0, k, ‘1, where we now assume that kT + a3. The conditional distribution on 
rW: - (0) of the vector a,cT(O, k, ‘1 = (L,, LZ . . L,) given that <, exceeds the lowest 
level u$‘) somewhere in J, (i.e. L1 > 0) will be denoted by rc7, i.e. for Bore1 sets 
B c rw”, - {O} 
V(B) = PT(WPT(@ - (0)) 
- ;PT(R), (2.13) 
since pT(R”, - (0)) = f’&,1(0, &‘I > 0) - zJk, by Lemma 2.3 of Leadbetter and 
Hsing (1990). For reasons given in the one-dimensional case (Leadbetter and Hsing, 
1990) nT will be called cluster size distributions. 
Under (1.1) Theorem 2.4 may now be restated as follows. 
Corollary 2.5. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.4 hold where the levels uT,; = @satisfy 
(1.1). Then with the notation developed above, aTcT converges in distribution to u vector 
random measure [ if and only if 
TCT ‘(1 -p)&)+pn (2.14) 
for some p, 0 < p f 1 and probability measure n. on R”, - (0). The limit c has Laplace 
Transform 
(2.15) 
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Proof. If arcr s [ then (2.6) holds with c1 = 0, v(RY - (0)) ( =v’) < co, and together 
with (2.12), (2.13) gives 
z1 
s 
(1 - e-“)drcr --f v’ 
s 
(1 - e-Tdrc, 
n: - (01 
so that 
s emSrdnr + (1 - p) + p e-=drc 
with p = v’jrl, which gives (2.14). The Laplace Transform (2.15) also follows from 
(2.11) and (2.12). 
Conversely, (2.14) implies 
SO that krgi~r 4prlgin, 1 < i < m, giving convergence of arcT in distribution by 
Theorem 2.4. 0 
Note that if rcr satisfies the condition 
lim Fi rcr([O, E)~ - (0)) + 0 as E + 0, 
+ 
then (2.14) implies that 
0 < (1 - p) + p(CO,V) d lim inf 7~-([O,e)m)+O as E +O, 
T-+m 
(2.16) 
so that p = 1 and nr % rc. This at once yields the following result. 
Corollary 2.6. Assume the conditions of Corollary 2.5 and let (2.16) hold. Then a&T 
converges in distribution to a vector r.m. 5 if and only ifnT !!!+ x, a probability measure on 
R”, - (0). The limit < then has Laplace Transform (2.15) with p = 1. 
3. Processes with deterministic peaks 
As above, let levels r~$?) < r.&) ... < UP’ correspond to r1 > r2 ... > r, > 0, 
and Li = aT[T,i(J), the normalized exceedance time above up) in the interval 
J = (0, k;‘]. 
For a stationary Gaussian process the time L1 above the level .$I) in J = (0, k; ‘1 
(given L1 > 0), arises (with high probability) from a single approximately parabolic 
peak above u$‘) in J. The shape of the peak is, in fact, determined (in the limit) by the 
single random quantity L1. Hence, L1 also determines the shape of the peak (if any) 
above any higher level and, in particular, the time Li above L@) is essentially 
a function g,,,,i(L1) of L1. 
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These notions are made precise in (3.8) and (3.9) of Theorem 3.4 which considers 
a general class of processes with this latter property for some function gr,, T2 (L ,). The 
function g is there calculated in terms of the limiting (conditional, given L, > 0) 
distribution 71 of L1 and it is shown that the joint cluster size distribution 7~~ defined by 
(2.13) has d.f. satisfying 
~761, ..’ x,) = P(L1 < Xl, Lz d .x2 . . . L, < x,lLt > O} 
(3.1) 
say, as T -+ cc where rc is a fixed distribution on (0, cc) (and is therefore also the limit 
of the single-level cluster size distribution independently of the level chosen). The 
slightly loose but convenient use of e.g. nT(.) for values of both the distribution rrT and 
its d.f. should cause no confusion. 
It is convenient to use (3.1) to define the class of processes of interest, so that 
a stationary process 5, satisfying (3.1) will be said to have deterministic peuks. This 
class thus includes the stationary Gaussian processes of Section 4 where peaks are 
asymptotically parabolic, but also including processes (having at least simple depend- 
ence structure) with arbitrary continuous marginal distributions as indicated, in 
particular, by Example 3.4 below. 
Note that (3.1) implies that P(L, 6 xl L1 > 0) -+ Z(X) as noted above. and also that 
P{LJ d XlL, > O} + 1 - (r&r) + (z2/z1)7c(x) so that a peak above n’Gi’ reaches 
uF2) with probability z&r (in the limit). Of course P{Lz < xlLz > 0} + X(X) again. 
One may see more specifically that for a given high excursion of tt, the exceedance 
times above the levels UP’, 1 < i < , m, are all determined by a single random parameter 
and that successive high excursions occur at Poisson times with independent values 
for that parameter. More precisely, the (normalized) exceedance random measures 
u~C~,; have Compound Poisson limits where the corresponding multiplicities at 
a given Poisson point are all determined by a single random quantity. The explicit 
formulation is given in the following result. Here and subsequently, the inverse H- ’ of 
a monotone non-decreasing (non-increasing) function H will be defined as 
H-‘(y) = inf{x: H(x) 3 y} (inf{x: H(x) < y}). 
Theorem 3.1. Let {tt} b e stationary, satisfy A(ur, z) for fixed z = (zl, 72, . ,z,), 
7, > T2 “. > z,, and have deterministic peaks (for given kr satisfying (2.2) und nor- 
malizing constants ur). Then, with the notation of (3.1) 
with 
where 6,, are unit musses at the points xj of a Poisson Process on [0, 1] with intensity z, , 
Uj are independent uniform random variables on (0, 1) independent also of the Poisson 
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Process, and 
G(x) = 0, 0 d x < 1 
= C’(l - l/x), x > 1. 
Proof. Since, by (3.1), (2.14) holds with p = 1, it follows simply from Corollary 2.5 that 
for disjoint intervals II, . . , Ip and sk > 0, 1 < k d p, 
B exp -aT f Skc&k) 
k=l 
} + fil exp{ -zlWkl jU - e~“lW4~ 
Now if U is uniform over (0, l), 
(3.2) 
= min 
l$i<m i 
1 - z(l - 7C(Xi)) 
1 
= 7P)(Xl, . . . XnJ. (3.3) 
Further, for s = (sr . . . s,,J, si 2 0, s< is a Compound Poisson Process with Poisson 
intensity zr and multiplicity distribution having Laplace Transform 
by (3.3) so that for an interval I 
8 e-sC(r) = exp (1 - e-y?drc(x) . 
Since skc(Ik) are independent for k = 1, . . . ,p when I1 . . . I, are disjoint intervals it 
follows that the joint Laplace Transform of [(Z1) . . . [(I,) is also given by the right- 
hand side of (3.2) so that (aTcT(ll) . . . aTcT(Ip)) d-, ([(I,) . . . [(I,,)). By Remark 2.2 this is 
sufficient to show that CT -+ 5, as asserted. 0 
As noted above, the central property of a process with deterministic peaks is that 
the exceedance times L1, L2, . , L, are essentially determined by one random quantity 
(e.g. L,). This is reflected in Theorem 3.1 where the (limiting) form for the exceedance 
time Li is G((ri/rl) U _ ‘) determined for all 1 < i < m by the single uniform r.v. U. 
Conversely, if the d.f. z for each Li (given Li > 0) is continuous, and Li is determined 
by L1 (in the sense that given L1 > 0, Li - g(L,) 5 0 for some function g = gr,,,), then 
it may be shown that (3.1) holds so that {tt} satisfies the definition of a process with 
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deterministic peaks. This is shown in Theorem 3.3. below for which preliminary 
results are given in Lemma 3.2. 
In the lemma and theorem we write A = Ur(ai, hi] where [ai, bi] denote the (at 
most countable number of) level sets of the d.f. rr(.), i.e. sets on which rc(x) is constant. 
It is readily seen that rc(A) = 0 and n-‘n(x) = x for x#A. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a non-negative r.v., with d.$ rc, z, > z2 > 0. Suppose that, 
conditionally on L, > 0, (L,, L,) d-,(X, g(X)) where g = gzl,z2 is non-negative and non- 
decreasing. Then, writing f = 1 - 71. 
(i) Pig(X) > Y} = $y)Q1 ~0 Y 3 0, (3.4) 
(ii) If rc is continuous, then 
C(x) = it(g(x))z2/zl all x with g(x) > 0, (3.5) 
g(x) = 71-l ifg(x) = 0 or 0 < g(x) E A”, (3.6) 
and 
g(X) = n-’ ( 1 h(X) as, 72 
(iii) 1fg is strictly increasing on 
Proof. For all except a countable 
P{g(X) > y} = lim P{L2 > 
T+‘X 
= lim P{L2 > 
TALX 
= 71(Yb2/~1. 
(3.7) 
{g(x) > O> th en 71 is continuous. 
number of y > 0, and fixed r1 > 72 > 0. 
YlL1 > O> 
This therefore holds for all y > 0 by right continuity of both sides, giving (i). 
Assume now that Z(X) is continuous. Then by (3.4) the distribution of g(X) IS 
continuous except perhaps at zero, so that if g(x) > 0, 
0 d P{X > x} - P{g(X) > g(x)} G P{g(X) = g(x)} = 0. 
Hence (3.5) follows by writing y = g(x) in (3.4). 
Clearly, (3.6) follows from (3.5) when 0 < g(x) E A’. If a = inf{x: g(x) > 0) then 
P(X > a} d P(g(X) > O} < P{X 3 a}. 
The outside terms are each 71(a) and the middle one is rZ/rl by (3.4) so that 
E(a) = z2/~1 and 71-1((r1/r2)E(a)) = Y’(l) = 0. Hence, (3.6) follows at x = a if 
g(u) = 0. Clearly, (3.6) also holds (with both sides zero) for x < a, by monotonicity of 
iY 1((rl/r2)E(x)). 
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Finally, (3.7) follows from (3.6) since (3.4) clearly implies P{O < g(X) E A} = 0. 
To show (iii), suppose that g is strictly increasing and, if possible that z has a jump 
of size p > 0 at some x0 > 0, i.e. P{X = x0} = p > 0. Then by (3.4) P{g(X) = x0} = 
pz2/zI > 0 and, hence, there exists a point x1 > 0 such that g(xl; zl, z2) = x0. By strict 
monotonicity of g, x1 is the unique point with g(xl) = x0, so that 
P(X = Xl} = P{g(X) = x0} = pzJz1 > 0. 
Notice that x1 # x0 since the sizes of the jumps of n at x0 and x1 are different. It is easy 
to see that we can repeat the above program to obtain a sequence of distinct points 
xi > 0 such that 
p(X = xi} = p(TJZl)‘, i 3 0. 
Since this can be done for all pairs r1 > r2 > 0, we reach the contradiction that the 
total mass of n is infinite. Thus rc is continuous, i.e. (iii) follows. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that there is a non-negative r.v. X with continuous d.f rc(x) such 
that for each z1 > z2 > 0, there is a non-negative non-decreasing function g,l,,2(x) such 
that conditionally on L1 > 0. 
(3.8) 
or equivalently 
LI d-r X, L2 - Scl,r,w 5 0. (3.9) 
Then if z1 > 72 ... z, > 0, writing gi = gr,,r,, 2 d i 6 m, 
gi(X) = E- l (. > : ii(X) a.s. 1 d i < m, (3.10) 
(Ll, Lz . LJ d-, (X,gz(X), ..’ ,sm(-m 
conditionally on L1 > 0. It further follows that (3.1) holds, so that (&} has deterministic 
peaks. 
Proof. The conditions of Lemma 3.2(i) and (ii) clearly holds so that (3.10) follows by 
(3.7). Conditionally on L1 > 0, for sj real, 
f SiLi = SlLl + f S@i(Ll) + f Si[Li - gi(Ll)] 
1 2 2 
d-t SlX + f Sigi(X) 
2 
(3.12) 
since the final sum in (3.12) tends to zero in probability by (3.9), and the non- 
decreasing functions gi have countably many discontinuities. It follows at once that 
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(3.11) holds. Finally, by (3.11) and (3.10) 
since 7c- 1 y d xeE(x) 6 y for each x, y. Now {X f C-r(y)} c (71(X) 3 y} and the 
probability of their difference does not exceed 
P{%(X) = y} = P{%(X) = y, x E A”} = P(X = E+(y)} = 0. 
Hence (3.13) may be rewritten as 
= min{n(xl), n(Epl(~E(xl))), 1 < i G m) 
= min 
( 
‘1 - $%(xi) , 
l<i<m, 
since n(n ‘(y)) = y. Hence (3.1) holds, and 4, has deterministic peaks. [? 
We conclude this section with a simple example of processes satisfying (3.1). Though 
having very simple dependence structure, this shows that (3.1) can hold under wide 
distributional assumptions. 
Example 3.4. Let {iJj} b e an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with continuous 
common distribution function. Define {l,} by 
m 
where U is uniform on ( -4, f). For this process, rT = 1 and it is readily checked that 
lim P{Li = 0 or llLl > Oj = 1. 
T-rCK 
Hence rc(xl, . ,x,) is, in fact, determined by the following set of probabilities: 
n(Xl, ,X,) = lim P{Li 6 Xi, 1 2s i < mlLl > Oj, 
T+a, 
-y1 = . = xj = 1, xj+ 1 = . . . = x, = 0, ,i = 1, ,m - 1. 
But for x1 = . . . = xj = 1, xj+r = ‘.. =: X, = 0. 
lim P{Li<xi, 1 <i<mlLl>Oj = lim P{Lj+l =OlLl .>O} = 1 -T~~I.~-cI, 
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which is equal to min 1 <i <,,,(l - (TilTI) + (Zi/Zl)~(Xi)) where n(x) = 0 for x < 1 and 
n(x) = 1 for x > 1, so that (3.1) holds. This gives a class of examples with arbitrary 
(continuous) marginal d.f.s, and, particularly, simple dependence structure. Much 
more general dependence may clearly be introduced, indicating the potential breadth 
of the class of processes satisfying (3.1). 
4. Stationary normal processes 
We now apply the theory of the previous section to a stationary normal process {<,: 
t > 0}, standardized to have zero mean and unit variance. For this application we 
require the existence of the continuous sample derivative &, and it will be technically 
convenient (if not necessary) to assume that t; has a finite second spectral moment, i.e. 
that the covariance function T(S) = a&&+, of g, itself satisfies 
I(S) = 1 - A,?/2 + &s4/4! + o(s4) as s -+ 0. (4.1) 
We will also assume that 
r(s)log s + 0 as s + co. (4.2) 
Define the levels u$’ by 
i.e. t&’ = [2log(T/(2nz))] ‘I2 is chosen so that the mean number of up crossings of 
@ in time T is z (cf. Leadbetter et al., 1983, Theorem 7.3.2). Under these conditions it 
is well known (e.g. Leadbetter et al., 1983, Theorem 8.2.5) that (1.1) holds. Further, let 
ar = (2 log T )I”. 
Although we have not completely substantiated it, we have (as will be seen below) 
good reasons to believe that the conditions (4.1) and (4.2) imply d. In particular, it will 
be seen that Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 apply to the exceedance random measure of (5,) 
when (4.1) and (4.2) are substituted for A in their statement. Observe that those results 
rely on the condition A only through the conclusions of Lemma 2.2. The following 
result shows the sufficiency of (4.1) and (4.2) in lieu of A for Lemma 2.2, and hence for 
Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 in this Gaussian case. 
Proposition 4.1. Zf the stationary normal process (&} satisjies (4.1) and (4.2), then the 
conclusions of Lemma 2.2 hold for {tf} and some sequence {kT} of positive integers 
satisfying 
k T-a and k,/T+O as T + 00. 
Hence Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 apply to this (5,) with (4.1) and (4.2) replacing A. 
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The ideas behind the proof are as follows. First (5,) is approximated by 
(5jq.j = 0, 1, 2 . ..}. a d’ tscrete-time version of (l,}, for some q = q(T). Next it is shown 
that for a proper choice of q, {~j,} satisfies a modified version of the condition A and 
finally that the exceedance random measure defined for (<jqJ approximates that for 
{t,}. First, we need an extended version of the classical Normal Comparison Lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let n 3 2. Suppose XI, . . . , X, are standard normal random variables with 
covariance matrix A’ = (Ai’j) and Y1, , Y,,, similarly with covariance matrix 
A0 = (A:). Let vl, . ,v, be real numbers and F be the aTfield in 88” generated by the 
sets 
{(xi, . . ..X.)ER”:XidUj}, 1 <i<:n, 1 <j<m. 
Then for some jinite constant K whose value only depends on m, 
Fea;if’{(xI, . . . ,X,) E E} - p{(YI, , Y,,) E E}l 
d K C lAl!,i, - A~li,leXp - ( millj V3 lsi,<i,4n 1 + max(ldl i,l, IA: i,li 1 
Proof. The proof follows in much the same way as that of Theorem 4.2.1. of Leadbet- 
ter et al. (1983) with the following modifications. Assume that n > 2, for the proof can 
be easily modified if n = 2. Also, assume without loss of generality that 
v1 < v2 < ... < v, and write II = (- x, vl], 1, = (v,, cJ, . . . rlm+l = (v,, cc). It is 
readily seen that any set E E .F can be written as 
where r is finite and Eab = Ij for some j = 1, . ,m + 1. Write x = (x1, . ,x,). In 
a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 of Leadbetter et al. (1983), for each 
h E [0, l] let_& be the density of the normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance 
matrix hAI + (1 - h)A, and 
F(h) = 
s 
fh (4 dX 
XEE 
Then 
IP{(X,, . ,X,) E E} - P((Y1, . . . , Y,) E E)I = IF(l) - F(O)1 d 
s 
’ IF’(h)1 dh. 
0 
It follows in a standard way that 
F’(h) = C (Al!, i, - A?, i,) s ai dx 1 <i,ii,sn xeE axi,axi, 
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Observe that the integral in F’(h) is the sum of integrals of (a2fh(x))/(axi,axi,) over 
a subcollection of the (m + 1)2 disjoint regions 
Rj,j, = {XI Xi, E Ij,) Xi, E Ij,, X’ E Ii”}, 1 < j,,j, < m + 1, 
where x’ is the vector x with the ith and jth entries removed and correspondingly, 
The integral over Rj,j, is bounded in absolute value by 
is [fh(Xi, = Uj, + 1, Xi, = Vj,+ 1) dx’ -fh(xi, = vjl, Xi2 = vj2+ 1) X'EE' 
6 s Cfh(xi, = vj, + 1, xi2 = vj, + 1) dx’ +h(xi, = vj12 xi2 = uj,+ 1) x’tW”-Z 
+h(xil = vj, + 13 xi2 = uj,) ffh(Xil = Vj,, xi, = vj2)1 dx~ 
where fh(Xi, = U, xi, = V) denotes the function fh(x) with Xi1 = U, xi, = V. Then the 
arguments on the top-half of (Leadbetter et al., 1983, p. 83) lead to 
maxIP{(Xl, . . . ,X,)EE} -I’{(&, . . ..yn)~E)l 
ES.9 
<K 1 1 lA!Ii, - Aiqi,lexP - ( (vj’, + vi2,)/2 l<i,<i,<nOCjI,jz~m+l 1 + max(l4, izl, I& i,I) 
6 K c IA,!, i2 - A[ Jexp minjui2 
1 <il<i2<n 1 + mad Id, izI, In! i,l) > 
for some finite constant K. 17 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let q ( =qT) be such that q(log T)“2 -+ 0 as T + co. Let {kr} 
be a sequence of positive constants such that kT -+ co, kT/T --f 0 and 
b-5 c 4.1 
1 + Ir(.kdl 
-+O as T+co. 
t<jq<T 
(4.3) 
By Lemma 8.1.1 of Leadbetter et al. (1983) this choice of {kT} is possible by requiring 
q(log T )I” to tend to zero sufficiently slowly. 
Define @* to be the random measure 
,:,* (B) = 4 c &j42U(;J). 
jqsTB 
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For Bore1 sets B c [0, 11. Also let 
@(.n((j - lYb,jlbl), 1 <:j 6 b, 
be independent random measure marginally distributed as 
i$‘(.n((j - l)h,jlbl), 1 6.j < b, 
respectively. Similarly, let 
@*(.n((j - l)/kr, j/k,]), 1 <j d kT, 
be independent random measures marginally distributed as 
i$‘*(.n((j - 1)/k,, j/k,]), 1 d j d kT, 
respectively. Define 
and 
Observe that 
(log T)“2El$?*(B) - $‘(B)I < (log T)L;2+qE(N), (4.4) 
where N is the number of up- and down-crossings of the level u:) by <, in [O, q]. By 
Rice’s formula, 
(4.5) 
By (4.4) and (4.5), 
(log T)l’2 B supl$‘*(B) - $(B)I + 0 in probability as T --, zq (4.6) 
where the supremum is taken over all Bore1 sets B in [0, 11. Similar arguments lead to 
(log T)1’2 sup) [t’*(B) - $‘(B)I -+ 0 in probability as T-+x. (4.7) 
B 
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Then by (4.3) and Lemma 4.2, there exists some finite constant K such that for each 
e > 0, 
Hence, (2.2) holds for CC* in place of CI and the other constants picked here. By 
arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 8.2.4 of Leadbetter et al. (1983) it 
can be shown that the conclusions of Lemma 2.2 hold with C; instead of CT. In view of 
(4.6) and (4.7) the claim of the present result thus follows. 0 
As noted earlier, the high peaks of a stationary normal process tend to have 
parabolic shapes, and it is convenient to obtain the cluster size distribution nT for the 
exceedance of uT in terms of the (Palm) distribution ET of the length cut off above uT 
by such a parabola. 
As defined by (2.13) the (joint) cluster size distribution is the conditional distribu- 
tion of aTcT( J) given [r, i (J) > 0 where J = (0, k; ‘1 with kT defined in Lemma 4.1. 
On the other hand, gjtT with corresponding d.f. &(x1 . x,) is the joint distribution 
of the times to the first downcrossings of the levels up), 1 6 i < m, “given an upcross- 
ing of t&l), at zero” (in the Palm or “horizontal window” sense). Specifically, writing 
t1,t2, .” for the successive upcrossings of the level u$‘) after t = 0 and ti for 
the downcrossing in (tj, tj+ 1). Let qj denote the amount of time 5, spends above u$) 
in (tj, t>), i.e. Q$ = [T,i(tj/T, tJ/T) (in particular, qf = t> - tj). Then YcT may be cal- 
culated from 
%T(X) = E# {tj E [O, 11: +qj d Xi, 1 d i < m}/&# {tj E [0, l]} 
= b# {tj E .I*: UT$ d Xi, 1 < i < m}/&# {tj E J*}, 
where J* = [0, T/k,]. The following result gives the asymptotic equivalence of rcT 
and &-. 
Proposition 4.3. Under the above conditions on the stationary normal process {&}, the 
cluster size and Palm distributions I+, it, satisfy 
Proof. Observe that 
1 < i d m}l(~&-) + o(l), 
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where fl = T/kT is the right endpoint of J*, since P{[T,l(J1) > 0) - r,,‘k,,. 
(Lemma 2.3 of Leadbetter and Hsing, 1990) and (writing @, 4 for the standard normal 
d.f. and p.d.f.) 
kT[P (<, > u$‘j + P(tp > I+‘)] = 2kT(1 - @(I&“)) = o(k&(z@)) 
= o(k&‘) = o(k,/T) + 0. 
(711 But to < ~1~ , t/1 < .$I), CT, 1(J) > 0 imply 0 < t, < I ; < fi so that, clearly, 
71T(X) < P{t, E J*, r/f d a;‘x,, i d i G m) (k&,)(1 + o(l)) + o(l) 
< ~:“#ltj~ J*:rf < a;‘.xi, 1 < i < m}/B # It, E J*)(l + o(1)) + o(l) 
= %&$X) + o(1). 
Conversely, if N, = # {ti E J*} denotes the number of upcrossings by <, in J*, 
&(a.;‘~) < &{tj E J*:y’; < a;. ‘xi, i < i < m}/&N, 
d [P(t, E J*, 111 ~ U, ‘Xi, 1 d i 6 m, t,$J*} 
+ c jP(N, =,jj]/(#T/k7.) 
j>2 
< [P{[T,l(J) > 0, ;7,i(J) < a,‘_~,, 1 < i < ml + bN,(NT - l)]/RN,. 
<P ficT,i(J)<trf’ 
i 
.xiliT,l(l) > O t1 + O(l)) + O(l) 
1 I 
by the calculation of (Cramer and Leadbetter, 1967, p. 263). Since the last expression 
above is nr(x) + o(1) the result follows. [7 
It is known (e.g. Leadbetter et al., 1983, Theorem 10.3.2) that Palm distributions for 
t7. following an up-crossing of a level u at t = 0 are given by the distributions of the 
“Slepian model process” 
Xu(t) = ur(t) - Zr’(W& + x(t), 
where Z is a Rayleigh r.v. with density 2, 1 ze~Z2’2’2 and K is normal process 
independent of Z with zero mean and covariance function 
rK(S, t) = r(s - c) - r(s)r(t) - r’(s)r’(t). 
As the level u increases, xU(t) assumes an increasingly parabolic form representing the 
shape of high peaks. Specifically, write Q(t) for the random parabola 
Q(t) = - i2t2/2 + Zt. 
The following result is then a slight but useful generalization of Theorem 10.4.2 of 
Leadbetter et al. (1983, 6), and is similarly proved. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that r(t) has the expansion (4.1) and r(r) + 0 as t + cc, and let 
z = z, he a strictly positive Y.V. Then fbr a.e. w 
6) u(x,W) - 4 --) Q(t), 
(ii) ~‘(t/u) -+ -i,, t + Z, 
both uniformly in 0 < t < z, as u + x.. 
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As a consequence of this result one may identify the limiting (normalized) amount of 
time xt spends in a peak above a high level U. This and the corresponding result for two 
levels are given in the following lemma. The proofs which are given for completeness 
exploit the uniform convergence in an obvious way. 
Lemma 4.5. Let L, = min{t > 0: x,,(t/u) = u}. Then L, -+ 2Z/& a.s. as k + co. 
Proof. For convenience take ,I2 = 1. The parabola Q increases from the value zero at 
t = 0 to its maximum of Z2/2 at t = Z returning to zero at t = 22. For 0 < q < Z2/2 
write Q-‘(q) for the t-values in (0, Z) with Q(t) = ~7. Since q/Q-‘(y) -+ Q’(0) = Z as 
q + 0 it follows that for any C, > Z-‘, there exists ylo = ylo(o) such that Q-‘y < CJ, 
O<Y<l?o. 
By Lemma 4.4, (i), lu(s’,(t/u) - U) - Q(t)1 < y for u 2 ul(o, q), 0 d t < 32. Also by 
Lemma 4.4, (ii), tL(t/u) --f Z - t uniformly in 0 < t -c Z/2 and hence tL(t/u) > 0 in that 
range for sufficiently large U, giving t,(t/u) > u for 0 < t < Z/2. Thus, lJt/u) does not 
return to the value u until some point near 22 with [Q(t)/ < y and it is thus readily 
seen (from the symmetry of Q(t), and its steeper slope after 22) that 
IL, - 221 < QP ’ (r]) d C,y, u 3 u. = uo(q, o) so that L, -+ 22 a.s. as required. 0 
We note for later use that, of course, the limit 
P{L, 6 x} +P{Z 6 x/2} = 1 - eeXzi8 (4.9) 
gives the same Rayleigh result as the limiting Palm distribution for the length of a high 
level excursion calculated directly (cf. Cramer and Leadbetter, 1967, Section 12.5). 
Consider now a second level v related to u so that h, = u(v - u) -+ h as u + co. For 
example if 
then 
log(2nz& 1’2) 
210gT > 
+ o(f/log T )) 
and similarly for v, giving u(v - U) --f log@/?). 
Lemma 4.6. Let L,,. be the time x,(t/u) spends above v during 0 < t < L,. Then 
L,,, + 2(Z2 - 2/12h)y2 as. as u + co, u(v - u) + h. 
Proof. Again take 2, = 1. Now L,,, is the time (in L,) which Z,(t) = u(x,,(t/u) - u) 
spends above h,:= u(v - u) and 2(Z2 - 2h)Y2 is the time Q(t) spends above h. The 
difference D,,” is caused by differences at each end of the interval where Q(t) > h (a 
picture of Z,(t) and Q(t) is helpful). 
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Now, IZ,(t) - Q(t)\ < q,, -+ 0, 0 < t < 32, so that Z,(t) lies in the band between 
Q(t) - ye and Q(t) + 11, (y = q(u)). Let d = Qm’(h,), a = Q-‘(h), e = Qm’(h, - r/l 
g = Q _ ‘(h,, + q) so that Q crosses h, at d and k at a, and Q(t) + q, Q(t - q) cross II,, 
at e, 9, respectively. Let Z,(t) cross k, at c. Then c, d lie between L’ and 11 so 
that 1~ - dl d Q- ‘(k,, + y) - Q- ‘(ku - q). The contribution to D,,,. at the left end 
is 
Ic -al < Ic - dl + Id - a( d Q- ‘(k, + y) ~ Q- ‘(k, - rl) + IQ- ‘@,A - Q ‘(hII. 
Similar arguments at the right end yield 
IL,,,, - 2(Z2 - 2k)Y21 d KI,,,qu + K,,ulk, - kl -rO as. 0 
These results now show that the stationary normal process {Cr} has deterministrc 
peaks and provide the precise limiting form for the cluster size distribution. 
Proposition 4.7. Let the stutionary normal process _i<,) .sati$j (4.1) und let (4.2). Then 
I<*} had deterministic peaks and the cluster size distributions 7cr defined hi (2.13) (\z,irh 
u,, = (210g T)“2) satisfy (3.1) with 
n(_y) = 1 _ emx2,“. (4.10) 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 and the remark preceding it, it is sufficient to derive (3.1). Using 
established notation, it is seen simply that the Palm distribution ET(x) for the single 
levels [Us} satisfies 
?rY(x) = P(xU,(t) = uT some t E (0, .x]j 
= P{~~,(t/u) = uT some t E (0, urx]) 
= P(L,., d UTX), 
so that 
by (4.9), since ur - (21og T)“* = No. Hence, it follows from Proposition 4.3 that 
7rr(x) + 7c(x) = 1 - eex2”. 
It is similarly seen, writing $’ = ui for brevity, 
~ j2(Z2 ~ 2ki):‘2 ~ pi) 
i= 1 
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where hi = limT,, u1 (ui - ul) = log(z,/zi), by Lemma 4.6, and since Ui N UT for each i. 
It thus follows from Proposition 4.3 that 
(I) XT,lfl (Xl, . . . X*) ~ P 
i 
ii {Z’ d 2hi + Xi2/4) 
1 I 
= min 
l<i<m ( 
1 -z +;?i(li) 
> 
so that (3.1) holds, i.e <, had deterministic peaks with 71 given by (4.10). 0 
The following result now follows immediately 
Proposition 4.8. Under the conditions of Proposition 4.7, the exceedance random 
measures iT,i, 1 6 i d m for the stationary normal process 5, satisfy 
taT~T,l? ... 2aTtT,m) d-t (iI . . . LJ 
where aT = (2 log T)‘j2 and iI . . . [,,, have the simultaneous compound Poisson repres- 
entations 
6, being unit masses at the point xj of a Poisson process N on [0, l] with unit intensity, 
and where Uj are i.i.d. uniform random variables on [0, 11, independent of N, and 
G(y)=O, O<ytl 
= 2(21og y)l’2, y > 1. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 since n(x) = 1 - eCxzis gives 
G(y) = 71-l (1 - l/y) = 2(21ogy)“2, y 3 1. 0 
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